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Thing I never done before or rather a place I never been
before: ‘The Museum of Everything’

This weekend I went to check out the Museum of Everything, a place I never been before and was very
excited to explore it.

I was amazed to discover that this years theme was circus and folklore. The museum was in an old
recording studio turned into a museum, so it was very different from what we are used to see from the
start. When I entered there was a woman sitting in a small box where usually people sell circus tickets
so you already got the feel of the exhibition. It was a huge collection of things connected with circus
and folk art, strating from circus banners, photos of the midgets and strange people, collection of old,
creapy dolls, objects made from shells to stuffed animals put into peoples context like in small houses
behind the glass. So you can imagine how crazy and inspirational it was.

I also managed to listen to a talk sir Peter Blake, Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane who created the
exhibition. They were telling how all of this started, this passion for collection. It just starts from getting
one thing you like and then whenever you see something from the same theme you buy it and so one.
It like a normal consumption but not mainstream I guess. Well anyway now they are scared of getting
anything because their houses are full of stuff and there is no space for anything. So watch out
collecting might be dangerous!
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or the other way?



I really like those manual info graphics, just looks like a black board from a cafe.
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Sorry guys but taken photos was forbidden so I just managed to take this picture of the squirrels i
guess playing poker.
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